
BILL HEWARD: Good afternoon. Now welcome to the third installment of PaTTAN’s webinar series, 

Quality Educational Practices for Students with High Functioning Levels of Autism Spectrum Disorders. 

Today’s session, we’re going to talk about teaching social skills. 

 Well, here’s the outline for today’s session. Thought we ought to start with just identifying what 

we mean by social skills, which ones are the most important to teach, what teaching practices have 

been shown to be most effective in helping children with and without disabilities acquire, maintain, and 

use important social skills. And then in particular, we’re going to look at a couple of collaborative 

learning arrangements in inclusive classrooms that really offer teachers a two-for-one approach to social 

skills training in that the social skills are practiced, learned in the context of students working together 

on academic curriculum tasks. 

 So what are social skills? Well, they’re the things that we do that help make interactions 

positive, to get along with one another. Introducing ourselves, accepting and giving feedback, having a 

conversation, requesting help, telling a joke, listening to a joke, respecting the mood and feelings of 

others, sensing that someone needs help and offering it, waiting till it’s your turn, not interrupting 

others. Even knowing when your teacher’s having a bad day. 

 Well, which ones are the most important to teach for students that have social skill deficits? And 

that’s certainly a common situation, really a defining characteristic of students with autism spectrum 

disorders, difficulty with social interactions. 

 Well, there’s a couple of approaches, and one is to tackle the whole thing with a social skills 

curriculum. Several have been published. Two that I’m most familiar with and I’m comfortable in 

suggesting that you take a look at, should you take a social skills curriculum approach, one is called 

taking part, introducing social skills to children. And this curriculum is designed for students from pre-K 

classrooms to third graders. And social skills are presented in six units: making conversation, 

communicating feelings, expressing one’s self, cooperating with peers, playing with peers, and 

responding to aggression and conflict. 

 And there’s the Walker Social Skills curriculum. And the Walker programs have, by far, the most 

extensive experimental research base behind them. And there’s two Walker social skills programs, one 

called Accepts, and that’s a curriculum for children in grades K through six, effective peer interaction 

and teacher interaction skills. And then a program called Access, adolescent curriculum for 



communication and effective social skills. And Access is designed for students at the middle and high 

school levels. 

 These programs can be taught in one to one, small group, or large group instructional formats, 

and include a nine-step instructional procedure based on principles of direct instruction, incorporates 

scripts that teach critically important teacher-child behavioral competencies, and a real emphasis as well 

on peer to peer social skills. 

 So social skills curriculum is one approach, is one way to select skills and consider skills for 

instruction. I want to take us back to one of the kind of overarching, fundamental guidelines that we 

looked at in our first session. And that principle number six reminded us that you can’t teach everything 

that a student with autism needs to learn. And if we attempt to treat all of a student’s learning needs, 

skill deficits at the same time, it just at best invites failure. Neither the student, nor his or her teachers, 

has the time and resources needed for so many behavior changes at once. 

 And sometimes thinking small really gets us the farthest. And by that I mean doing our best to 

identify which skills are most critical, will be most useful to a particular child. And that’s, of course, what 

you do every day working with students with special education needs. We individualize. 

 So we want to narrow the field of potential social skill target behaviors by first judging the 

relevance of each target behavior candidate for that student in his or her daily and predicted near future 

environments, and then prioritize those skills in terms of which will produce the most bang for the buck 

for that student. 

And this slide just contains two of the worksheets that we looked at in our first session. The one 

on the left is a way for individuals to judge the relevance of a behavior change, of a new knowledge or 

skill. And these forms work equally well with social skills as they do with vocational, self-care, academic 

skills, and so forth. 

And then the form on the right is designed for members of a team, in this case typically an IEP 

team: general ed teachers, special ed teachers, support staff, parents and families, and whenever 

possible and appropriate, the student him or herself. And each person rates each potential target 

behavior, in this case social skills, in terms of how important they believe it is. 

What teaching practices are most effective for social skills? Well, social skills are behaviors. 

Behavioral teaching strategies are the most effective. The same strategies that you use every day in 

teaching arithmetic, reading, science information, vocational tasks, we model the skill, we reinforce 



approximations when the student makes them. We correct mistakes, provide environmental supports. 

For example, response prompts and scripts. And then transferring the stimulus control from those 

contrived supports that we do in teaching to naturally occurring stimuli in the student’s environment. So 

we’re going to fade response prompts. We’re going to fade scripts if we’ve used them. 

And practice, practice, and more practice. Active student responding is every bit as critical for a 

student to learn and be able to maintain and generalize a social skill as it is an academic or any other 

new bit of learning. 

And that practice can be conducted in structured social skill lessons such as you’d find in the 

curricula we looked at previously, or that a teacher would design him or herself. And whether or not you 

do structured lessons, you really always want to embed opportunities for students to practice and use 

those social skills in their daily activities. 

And as with teaching anything else, if it’s worth teaching, it’s worth planning and programming 

and probing for the students generalizing and maintaining that new skill. So that’s critical as well here. 

I want to share three brief videos with you. And these the folks at Rethink Autism were kind 

enough to let me share, that show examples of teachers embedding social skill activities into the daily 

classroom routine. Let’s take a look. 

[VIDEO BEGINS] 

WOMAN: Having a conversation, level one. Embed into daily activities. You can provide open-ended 

conversational starters during a classroom activity so the students can practice having conversations. 

TEACHER: From our morning meeting, we’re going to talk -- use our conversational topics. So let’s pass 

this around. 

WOMAN: Have the students take turns initiating the conversation with their peers. 

TEACHER: I want you to turn to your partner and ask them the question that you have. You have one 

minute. Timer’s going to sound and then you switch. 

CHILDREN: [talking]. All right, do you ever have a dream that comes back over and over? 

WOMAN: Having a conversation, level two. Scripts. You can embed scripts into the student’s everyday 

activities with his peers. For example, you can attach a script to an item related to the activity. During 

the activity, prompt the student to start a conversation with his peer by reading the script. 



TEACHER: Read this. I -- 

STUDENT: 1 I brought a berry juice. What did you bring? 

STUDENT 2: Oh, thanks for asking. I brought a granola bar. 

STUDENT 1: I have a granola bar too. 

STUDENT 2: Oh, cool. 

WOMAN: Promote independence by fading your prompts and your distance. 

STUDENT 1: What’s your favorite juice? 

STUDENT 2: My favorite juice would have to be apple juice. What’s your favorite juice? 

STUDENT 1: Apple juice. 

STUDENT 2: Cool. 

WOMAN: Having a conversation, level two. Embed into play activities. You can teach conversation skills 

during play time. First, set up the students with a play activity they both enjoy. Prompt the student to 

ask his peer a question related to the activity by providing a verbal model of the question. 

TEACHER: Say, say, what are you building? 

STUDENT 1: Say, what are you building? 

STUDENT 2: I’m building a house. What are you building? 

STUDENT 1: An elevator. 

WOMAN: Prompt the peer to ask the student questions to which he knows the answer. 

STUDENT 2: Timmy, Timmy, how many floors are on your elevator? 

STUDENT 1: Eight. 

WOMAN: Draw the student’s attention to what his peer is doing. 

STUDENT 2: Thank you, Timmy. I like your elevator. 

[VIDEO ENDS] 



BILL HEWARD: Now some of the students in these videos have pretty significant levels of autism. And 

the teaching strategies themselves would apply to higher functioning students as well. In fact, they’d 

apply to any student who needs to learn these social skills. 

 I like these videos because it shows the teacher teaching in the role of providing -- arranging an 

environment to make it very probable that the students will be motivated to use these skills, providing 

some materials and activities and scripts if and as appropriate to help get those behaviors going. But 

importantly, the teacher being aware of systematically withdrawing herself, not having students be 

dependent upon us for the -- for the skills. 

 Another good strategy evidenced in these videos is the use of peers as confederates, as helper 

teachers, especially early on when a child is learning  anew skill, to have a classmate or a peer who’s on 

the side had a little practice and some prompts in roleplaying from the teacher on how best to interact 

and support his or her classmate in acquiring these -- in acquiring these skills. 

 Here another example with you of embedding social skill practice into daily activities. This is a 

master’s thesis by one of Diane Sonada’s students several years ago, a preschool teacher for students 

with disabilities in an inclusive classroom that contained both students with autism and typically 

developing kids. 

 And what they did to support some of the structured conversational practice lessons during the 

day was during snack time, provide each student with a placemat. All the placemats were different, but 

here’s an example. They all had four items. They had a picture of some food, cheese here. They had an 

animal, got the zebra. They -- each placemat had a character from a book that the children were familiar 

with. And then just something silly. We’ve got a cat that looks like doing the weather report or 

something. 

 And this turned into the placemat game, again, with teachers providing prompts and modeling 

on how to do it initially, and then gradually withdrawing. But pretty quickly the kids learned this routine 

to look at their placemat, pick any one of the four things, point to it, and then look at one of the other 

three children seated at their snack time table, and make a statement or ask a question about that item. 

And then that would be kind of reciprocal and go around the table.  

 Yes, contrived, but purposely so. And in a meaningful way where the kids were talking about 

things of interest to them. And over time, then the placemats, first the teacher prompt’s withdrawn and 



then the placemats themselves. And we find kids are actually now starting to talk with one another 

during their snack and meal times. 

 Now let’s turn to collaborative learning. It’s been around for a long time. Most teachers, if you 

ask them, they’re in favor of it. They think it can be a good idea to put students together to work on an 

academic task. We don’t often think of collaborative learning groups in terms of social skills, but that’s 

our angle today. 

 There’s all kinds of forms, formats of collaborative learning groups, but they often fail for a 

number of reasons. Teachers provide unclear expectations, or sometimes unfortunately no real 

expectations at all in terms of what the students are to do, especially in terms of a product. It turns out 

that for many students in the groups, they just don’t get enough practice with the relevant target skills. 

 We’ll have a group made up of students with varied or diverse background knowledge or skills 

with the relevant task. And what happens all too often is the students who already know how to do it, 

the most already motivated,  brightest kids in the group, they too often do the work for the rest of the 

kids. And the students who really need to practice, haven’t learned this skill, and won’t do it simply by 

observing, they’re kind of pulled along in the group and don’t get to practice as much. 

 Many collaborative learning groups, as they’re structured, there’s no systematic consequences 

for participating and/or producing a product either for individuals in the group or the group as a whole. 

And we’ll often see just frankly a lot of down time, kids doing nothing, or chatting about this and that 

that’s not related to the task the group is supposed to be pursuing, and sometimes some off-task 

behavior as well.  

And as a result, teachers who have then started to do collaborative learning groups kind of lose 

interest and faith in it as a way to provide meaningful learning opportunities for students. Done well, 

however, collaborative learning groups can be tremendous, not only providing lots and lots of 

meaningful practice, ASR with whatever academic task they may be focused on, but at the same time a 

tremendous opportunity for students to learn and practice and develop their social skills in terms of 

interacting with one another. 

One strategy that has some nice research behind it is called numbered heads together. We’re 

going to take a look at a brief video here in an inclusive classroom. This is a third grade classroom in 

Dunkirk, New York. There’s actually -- there are either five or six children in this class with IEPs. And a 

number head -- numbered heads together, as you see, the kids are seated. Their desks are in groups of 



four. Each student has a number from one to four. Teacher presents an item, a question, a problem. In 

this case, they’re working on some simple arithmetic story problems. 

Says, heads together, and the kids in the group collaborate. They discuss, how do we solve this 

problem? Time’s up, teacher randomly calls a number from one to four. And if she calls number three 

and I’m the number three head in my group, I’m responsible for standing up and reported how we 

solved the problem, what our answer was, and how we came about it. 

So essentially what you have is a really powerful interdependent group contingency where each 

member of this small collaborative learning group depends upon and is interested in the performance of 

one another. Let’s take a look. 

[VIDEO BEGINS] 

TEACHER 1: Joan, Sarah, and Mike decided to plant a vegetable garden in their backyard. Joan planted 

five tomato plants, Sarah planted seven bean plants, and Mike planted four cucumber plants. Heads 

together to answer the question. Make sure everybody on your team knows the answer and how to get 

it. [inaudible]. 

CHILDREN: [talking] 

TEACHER 2: Okay, you might want to --  

TEACHER 1: we just about have everybody ready. Miss Maddie, want to draw? Who would you like to 

stand up? 

TEACHER 2: Let’s see. Number threes stand and hold your response card above your head. Threes. Okay, 

let’s see what -- let’s start with team one. Josh, how did your team solve that problem? 

JOSH: By adding seven plus five plus four, we got 16. 

TEACHER: Jose, how did you solve that problem? Adding all the numbers up. How did you solve that 

problem? You drew a picture? What’d you draw a picture of? Oh, you drew a picture of the plants. 

Excellent. Babysitting, they charge $4 an hour. Jane babysat for three hours on Tuesday and four hours 

on Friday. Beth babysat for two hours on Friday and -- 

CHILDREN: [talking] 

TEACHER: Make sure everybody talks about it, how you’re thinking about it, how you figure it out. Good, 

I love how you’re discussing, excellent. 



[VIDEO ENDS] 

BILL HEWARD: Well, you can see where the heads together name came for this strategy. It’s a great way 

to provide a collaborative learning group with clear expectations, a positive, very reinforcing 

contingencies in effect for all the students to interact and participate. 

 Some of the original research on numbered heads together been done by Larry Maheady and 

his colleagues at SUNY, State University of New York in Fredonia. Here’s a couple of sources. And these 

and all research that I referred to in this presentation, as with our other sessions, is identified on the 

research end -- resources handout. 

 Well, peer tutoring is another form of collaborative learning that can be extremely effective 

done right, done well. Nothing new about peer tutoring. When Tim Herrin and I were working on one of 

our early papers in the area, we were researching in the library. That was back in the olden days when 

you actually had to go to the library and pull things off the shelves. Kind of fun. I miss that. 

 We found a reference to peer tutoring dated in 1806 in a teacher’s magazine published in 

London, England. Certainly the idea of teachers having students help each other learn is not new. The 

traditional approach was always have a student who is very good at something, who’s mastered a 

particular skill such as long division, and have him or her work with or help a student who’s not yet 

acquired that skill, having difficulty with it. 

 And that’s okay. That could be helpful. We want to be careful that we don’t take advantage of a 

student who’s ahead in the curriculum and all she ends up doing is being an assistant teacher for others. 

But it’s a limited approach then, peer tutoring, if we can only do it when we can match up a student who 

has a particular bit of knowledge or skill, and a student who doesn’t. 

 More recently, an approach called class-wide peer tutoring has come on. I use more recently in 

a relative sense. There’s a good 30 years of research on class-wide peer tutoring, And that research has -

- a lot of it has been done with students with disabilities, including autism spectrum disorders. Most of 

that research, and all of it that we’re interested in today, in inclusive classrooms with typically 

developing students, really sharp, bright students, students with various learning needs, including 

autism as well. Some of that research is shown on this slide. And again, there’s more in the reference 

handout. 



 But just to kind of sum up the kind of two kinds of results that well-designed, class-wide peer 

tutoring programs can produce is the improvement in academic achievement in terms of whatever skill 

is being focused on in the peer tutoring.  

[inaudible] from Camps and colleagues, a study in 1994, Mike, Adam, and Pete are three boys 

with autism. And their ability to answer reading comprehension questions improved when they were 

working in a class-wide peer tutoring program.  

But interestingly, in this study, Deb and her colleagues also measured social interactions by 

these three kids. And in this case, the graph actually shows the interactions following the peer tutoring 

activity in a free play arrangement. And the data suggests pretty strongly that, as a result of working 

with one another in the peer tutoring sessions, the kids became more interested and involved with one 

another, and interacted appropriately and positively. And at other times as well, so a nice generalization 

effect. 

Four class-wide peer tutoring models have met what a number of researchers have identified as 

the criteria to be considered evidence-based. There’s the Juniper Gardens Children Center model out of 

the University of Kansas. Charlie Greenwood and colleagues’ PALS at Vanderbilt, the Peer Assisted 

Learning Strategies approach. And Class-wide Student Tutoring Teams. And that’s Larry Maheady and his 

colleagues at SUNY Fredonia. And then last but not least, the Ohio State University model. 

And in each of these, while they’re all a little bit different, you find these six common elements 

that, for my money, are the key drivers. These are the features that will make a class-wide peer tutoring 

system highly effective. In each of these programs, there’s very clearly defined learning objectives in 

terms of not only what the students are to learn -- well, tutoring, but how the tutor performs. 

They’re individualized, so we don’t have to rely on matching a student who knows something to 

work with another student who does not know that something. It’s individualized so that every student, 

when he or she is in the role of tutee or learner, is being presented and practicing and learning content 

exactly at his or her appropriate level in terms of prior knowledge, prerequisite skills, and what’s coming 

up next in the curriculum. 

Very high rates of ASR in these programs. Tutors learn how to provide contingent praise and 

attention for correct responses, and equally important how to effectively, efficiently correct their 

partner’s mistakes so that they don’t make them in the future. 



And all of the programs include direct and frequent measurement of student performance as 

the basis for determining when and how fast to move students through their individualized content and 

to evaluate the system overall. 

Here’s a brief video of part of a daily peer tutoring session using the OSU model. The whole 

session typically lasts about 20 minutes and essentially has two components: the tutoring or teaching 

component, and then an assessment component. The -- a folder contains all of the materials the 

students will need. Each student has a folder with his or her name on it, and the name of his or her 

partner. 

Now it’s important to mention in all of these models that I’ve identified as evidence-based 

models, they’re reciprocal peer tutoring programs. And by that, we mean that every student in the class 

plays both teacher and student role. So each student gets to be, on a daily basis, tutor and tutee. 

So two kids pair up, they get their folders, and the teacher starts a timer. In this case, as we’ll 

see, it’s five minutes. And the first tutor opens up her folder and pulls task cards out of the go pocket, 

presents them to the partner. Partner responds, tutor gives praise for correct responses, error 

correction for mistakes, timer goes off. That student puts -- the tutor puts the cards away in the folder, 

closes it up. 

Her partner opens up a folder, pulls the go -- the cards out of the go pocket that have been 

identified through pre-tests by the student’s performance so far as exactly what this student needs to 

work on now, presents them. Timer goes off, second tutor closes the folder, and the child who was tutor 

first opens up, pulls out the go cards, and then does a one-time through presentation as an end of the 

session assessment. And puts the cards on two piles, a correct and an incorrect, then marks the back of 

the cards and so forth. Then the other student does the assessment as well. Let’s take a look. 

[VIDEO BEGINS] 

CHILDREN: [talking] 

[VIDEO ENDS] 

BILL HEWARD: That video clip was shot at the Oakstone Academy in Columbus. And Oakstone is a school 

that serves children with autism spectrum disorders from pre-K through high school. And in each class, 

are students -- typically developing students as well. 



 You saw the individualization in a couple of ways in this video. One is that students can be and 

are working on -- everybody was doing arithmetic math, but different levels of problems, some simple 

addition and subtraction, others multiplication and division. But also individualized in terms of where 

the kids are with their respective skills and abilities to answer those problems: some kids using a number 

line, some counting on their fingers, some now more adept, more automatic with their responses and 

not needing the physical -- the physical prompts. 

 You’ve also noticed the -- I’m sure you did, the tennis shoes moving around. That was actually 

the teacher aide in this classroom. And the regular classroom teacher was in the other end of the room 

and actually you can see her here at this table. And that was some of the additional sound in this class. 

They were doing some arithmetic fluency drills, and then this group would change places with the other 

half of the class and do peer tutoring. 

 But what the aide was doing, he was walking around and he asked the one student, where’s 

your star card? And in the folder is cards that -- there’s a folder there, kind of a standard folder with the 

go and stop pocket. And the star card and crayons for younger students, and pens and pencils typically 

for older students to mark their graph and mark the back of the cards and so forth. 

 But the star card is the teacher moves around the classroom and has one of these kind of lipstick 

container automatic stamp stampers and can put a star on different boxes on the kids’ cards. And they 

collect them and can lead towards individual as well as class-wide fun activities and rewards and so 

forth. 

 But what the teacher is doing is two important things. One, of course, assisting anytime as may 

be needed with the content that either a tutor or tutee has a question. But critically, in looking for 

prompting and reinforcing good tutoring behaviors: presenting the task cards at a good, fast pace, 

providing praise and confirmation for correct response, correcting errors, and so forth. And that’s what 

we saw happening there. 

 This system has been adapted by hundreds of teachers across grade levels and skill areas. And 

the curriculum content is presented on task cards. Here’s a couple examples at the top. This is the front 

of the card, [inaudible]. Then the back of the card provides prompts for the tutor in terms of what 

questions do I ask, and sometimes what the answers are. 

 Here’s in geometry different polygons. And then on the back of the card, the name of it, how 

many sides, how many triangles, what’s the sum of the angle measure. So those are the questions that, 



when I’m in the role of tutor, I ask those questions. And no, the backs of the two cards on the right don’t 

match the cards on the front. I used a couple other ones, so we -- what do we have? One, two, three, 

four, five. Pentagon on the left and say that’s a quadrilateral on the right. But don’t be fooled by that.  

Same here. That’s not Kenya’s flag on the right or Tanzania’s on the bottom right, but an 

example of task cards used in a geography lesson, where students would look at the flag and be able to 

say what continent this country is, what’s the name of the country, what’s the capital, what language do 

they speak there. And obviously the content can be adjusted as appropriate for the local curriculum. 

In science, stratosphere, mesosphere, ionosphere. What is this? What’s the level? At what 

distance from the earth’s surface in kilometers is it located? What’s its most unique feature? And so 

forth. 

Not only a lot of good, solid research evaluating class-wide peer tutoring models, but some -- a 

good bunch of materials that are out there for teachers, for practitioners on learning how to put 

together a system and applying it in their classrooms. Some of those listed here, again, more in your 

reference list. 

Two or three resources I do just want to point out. The Juniper Gardens University of Kansas 

program is called Together We Can. Charlie Greenwood, Joe Delquadri, and Judy Carta are the authors 

of that program. and it’s really quite excellent. 

Another that, to my knowledge, has not been commercially published, but I’ve seen this in 

action and it’s fantastic, this is Larry Maheady and his colleagues at SUNY Fredonia. And they call their 

approach class-wide student tutoring teams. And I just scanned from my copy of their instructor’s 

manual for teachers. They developed a table of contents. And then one of the pages that shows the 

system that they developed and researched and worked into a very effective approach. 

And what I like about Larry’s work on the peer tutoring here is they’ve really focused on older 

students, so their work has been done primarily in secondary classrooms with curriculum content such 

as social studies, science, and so forth. And a nice, structured way to make peer tutoring as a form of 

collaborative learning not only very effective for students acquiring the academic skills and knowledge, 

but again this great opportunity to develop and practice social skills. 

This little description of the four models and some more information on the OSU approach to 

class-wide peer tutoring is in one of the handouts that accompany this session that you can download 

should you choose to do that. 



And let’s turn to another important skill. We’re going to leave collaborative learning now and 

end today’s session with a little bit of information at a bit of a level of detail on helping students learn 

and effectively learn an absolutely critical skill to their not only success in classrooms, but their 

acceptance by teachers and adults, and their classmates and peers as well. And that’s helping students 

learn when is it appropriate and how should they best request help or attention from the adults in the 

room and their peers. 

And a big part of that, and a big part of effective social skills in the classroom or in any social 

environment that would be considered a work environment in which people need to get things done 

individually as well as in groups. A big challenge for a  lot of students with autism spectrum disorders is 

being able to discriminate when I need to be independent, stay in my seat, as this young man on the left 

is doing here. A middle school student in the upper right. Not bounce around the room, expecting 

attention and help at every opportunity. But then appropriately timed and appropriate forms of getting 

the teacher or peers’ assistance and positive attention. 

So there’s been some neat research in the last 10, 15 years on what’s referred to in the special 

education and applied behavior analysis research literature as recruiting, recruiting teacher attention or 

more generally recruiting reinforcement from others, whether it’s in a classroom, a teacher, or 

collaborative learning group with peers in the classroom, or a vocational work setting and so forth. 

What is an appropriate way and how can we best teach individuals who have trouble with that 

kind of social skill to learn to do it properly and at an appropriate frequency and successfully? And so on 

this -- on this slide is, you know, diagrams, a sequence of one very systematic way to approach this. And 

it kind of shows the decision making. It’s a pretty significant chain of behaviors, where each decision 

needs to be under appropriate, relevant stimulus control for the student to be successful.  

Am I working quietly? Yes or no. Check my work. I want to be sure I’ve done some work. If I have 

been sloppy with it, does it look like something that I can present to my teacher for feedback and help? 

Should I do that right now? Is the teacher available, yes or no? How do I go about doing that? 

So let’s take a look at recruiting a little bit here. and research has -- this research has shown 

really very clearly that students, even students with autism and other significant disabilities, when they 

are systematically taught when and how to recruit teacher attention and assistance, when they do that 

in the context of, as this study here shows, recruiting help on their academic work, what the research 

has found is that not only are teachers responsive in a positive way, by changing the student’s behavior 



and teaching them how to recruit, we actually affect the general education teacher’s behavior as well, 

where the teacher then begins to provide more praise and feedback to the student. 

But also, students who are taught this particular systematic way to go about recruiting 

assistance and feedback on their work find when they’re taught that recruiting procedure, the amount 

of academic work that they complete and the level of accuracy, correctness of that work, improves as 

well.  

And that, you know, secondary very important result is illustrated on this graph for -- these are 

for fourth grade students. And baseline is obviously before they were taught how to recruit their 

teacher’s attention while doing seatwork. And shows overall in all the baseline conditions for each 

student. The shaded bars are the percentage of the worksheets that each student completed. And then 

the dark black bars are the percent accuracy. 

So Latasha during baseline would do about 60% of the work and maybe close to 70% of that 

60% completed was done correctly. You can see she improved a bit when she was trained to recruit. 

Olivia, Octavian, and Kenny had significant changes in their -- in their behavior. 

Well, who would benefit most? Who should we consider teaching this recruiting sequence? I’d 

suggest kind of four classes, four kinds of students. You’ve got your withdrawn Wilamina. She’s very 

timid and seldom asks the teacher anything. This is a child that’s so well behaved that her teachers 

sometimes forget she’s even in the room.  

Then we’ve got in a hurry Harry, who’s usually half done with whatever task is before him 

before the teacher is even finished explaining what the task is and how it should be done. And Harry’s 

usually the first to turn his work in, but he doesn’t -- he doesn’t receive much positive teacher feedback 

and praise because his work tends to be filled with careless errors. 

You’ve got your shouting Shellys, who finish their work and want their teacher to look at it, you 

know, right now. And shouting Shelly gets her teacher’s attention, but in doing so, disrupts most of her 

classmates in the process by shouting across the room. And she’s not making a lot of friends with her 

teachers or her peers. 

And then you’ve got pestering Pete. He raises his hand, he waits quietly, and then politely asks 

his teacher, have I done this right? Well, Pete has perfectly fine style with his approach to recruiting, but 

he repeats this routine so often that that’s a problem as well. 



So really children identifying all four of these -- any of these four kind of approaches to getting 

teachers’ or peers’ help and assistance or attention could benefit significantly by learning how to recruit 

properly. 

So we’re going to teach students to do this basically four steps. And it begins with selecting the 

target behaviors, then teach self-assessment, going to teach how to recruit appropriately, and then 

actively promote generalization and maintenance of that newly learned recruiting skill. Let’s look at 

each of these steps in a little bit of detail.  

Now by selecting target behaviors here, I’m not referring to the recruiting response itself, but 

rather for doing what? Do we want to teach this student to recruit his or her teacher, or peers’ attention 

and help? So we’re going to focus mostly here for the time being on getting adults’ attention and help. 

Let’s choose target behaviors that are likely to be reinforced by teachers: sitting up straight, 

looking and smiling at the teaching -- teacher, writing neatly, cleaning up at transition time, and so forth. 

It’d do little good to teach the student to recruit the teacher’s attention for misdeeds. 

And then so we don’t have to teach two things at once. Start by selecting some target behaviors 

that the student can already perform with at least some accuracy and consistency. So if the student is 

reasonably skilled with simple addition and subtraction, or with looking up words in a dictionary, have 

the student begin to apply the new recruiting skill to those things -- to recruit attention and help for 

those behaviors that she can do a little bit well already. 

And we’re going to teach self-assessment. And here we mean to teach the student to self-assess 

his performance and work on the target skill before recruiting teacher feedback or help on it. So we 

teach a student to ask themselves, is my work complete? That doesn’t mean a student has to complete, 

say, an entire assigned worksheet before asking the teacher how he’s doing or for some help. But it 

doesn’t do much good to begin recruiting help when the student has hardly done any work at all. So in 

general, we’ll encourage students to try to complete, depending on the length of the material, perhaps 

half of an assigned bit of work. And that that point, begin the next step in the recruiting sequence. 

Now how might you self-assess? Well, if we provide students with answer keys, they can self-

score. What if it’s a skill for which an answer sheet doesn’t necessarily lend itself, or we don’t have 

answer keys prepared? Perhaps a checklist of the components of the skill. So if it’s writing a letter to 

someone and they’ve got a template of the various standard parts of a letter, before the student would 



take his draft letter to the teacher and say, how’s this look? Have this -- teach the student to use this 

checklist to self-assess. 

I can spot check one or two or three items if it’s, say, an arithmetic worksheet as an example. At 

the very least eyeball it. Scan for unfinished blanks or frequent errors. And as you provide students with 

models of practice and supports for doing these kinds of self-assessments, it makes it much more likely 

that when they do recruit teacher or peer assistance, that’s going to be reinforced by positive praise and 

feedback from the teacher for doing well on the target task. 

Then the recruiting response itself. So several things that go into this. And one critical, 

important aspect is when to do it. Well, after I’ve completed some work and self-checked it a bit, but 

there’s more to it than that. The student needs to learn that, and receive practice with examples and 

non-examples, of the times when it’s appropriate and inappropriate to get the teacher’s attention. 

Principal’s in the room, talking with the teacher. Not the time. An announcement over the PA is 

occurring, not the time to recruit. Teacher has just said to the class, I need to do such and such. Stay in 

your seats and work quietly for the next five minutes. Not the time to recruit and so forth. 

How should the student recruit teacher attention? That will be individualized by the classroom 

and the classroom teacher’s style and desires, as well as the activity within the class. It might involve a 

student raising his or her hand and having the teacher recognize the raised hand and then come to the 

student. It may be the teacher has provided all the students with signal flags and the student who needs 

help, wants help, stands the signal flag up on the desk. It may be an activity or a teacher who prefers 

students during certain times of the day, if they need help, to bring the work to the teacher. 

And we want to prepare students for the fact that not all of their efforts to recruit teacher 

attention are going to be successful. And have students role play and practice, put their hands down, try 

again in a few minutes, and so forth. 

We want to be sure we teach students how to respond to the teacher’s response to the 

student’s attempt to get feedback. Look at the teacher, smile, and say thank you. It’s amazing when you 

watch this what students can do in terms of affecting their teacher’s behavior when, if you for example, 

as a special educator working with a young man or woman with autism, have taught him or her an 

effective, skillful approach to interact with teachers or on the job, and the first couple times this student 

looks at the teacher and smiles and says thank you, it’s a pretty powerful effect. 



But not always so. I may ask the student and smile and, how have I done on this? And it turns 

out I haven’t done very well on it at all. And the teacher may be very critical. But even more important 

then for the student to just give a polite response and say thank you. And we’re going to role play that. 

How often to recruit? We don’t want to return withdrawn Wilamina into pestering Pete. So how 

often is appropriate will certainly vary as a function of -- here it says not only the teacher’s style, but the 

activity itself, the duration of the activity, how many people are in the room. And we always suggest if 

you’re working as a special ed support student -- for a student to help that student be more successful in 

an inclusive classroom or any other social environment, ask the adults, the teacher or the people there, 

when, how, and with what frequency they would prefer the student to ask for help. And then teach to 

that frequency. 

We’re going to promote generalization and maintenance. And can do a whole graduate level 

course, and there’s obviously textbooks written on -- hundreds and hundreds of research articles 

helping us understand a variety of strategic approaches to make it, to increase the chances that hard 

learned -- a hard-earned skill, new skill or knowledge that a student has acquired, that she’ll not only 

maintain it over time, but use it in all the appropriate settings and opportunities to generalize it as 

appropriate. 

So just to kind of remind you of some of these things, there’s a handout that goes into each of 

these steps in more detail. But simulate the generalization setting. So if I’m training a student to recruit 

in a resource classroom, let’s say, and the idea is for that student to take this recruiting skill and use it in 

all of the different classes during the high school day that he attends, those are my generalization 

settings. 

So I want to simulate the relevant materials and activities and so forth that occur in those 

different classrooms. I want to provide practice with the full range of likely situations the students will 

encounter. Once a student gets going pretty well in the skill, I’m going to use an intermittent schedule of 

reinforcement. Not every response needs to be rewarded. 

The next one is and often overlooked generalization strategy, and that’s don’t forget to simply 

remind the student to take this new skill into the regular classroom and use it. We always want to apply 

that strategy, but never rely on it. 

We might provide a physical prompt, some item that the student can carry with him or her and 

use in the generalization setting. For example, Patricia Wolford in her master’s thesis several years ago, 



and this was with middle students with disabilities in a collaborative learning activity, she -- her study 

evaluated a systematic approach to teaching these junior high kids to recruit assistance and interact 

appropriately in collaborative learning groups. 

And the students in this study, one of the generalization interventions was this little cue card. 

It’s a laminated card. And the student would have it in his or her folder, taped inside their binder, and 

would be able to look at it. Is the teacher talking to the whole class? This isn’t a time to ask my friend or 

my peer in the small group for help. Is the student I want to get help from talking to someone else? Get 

the student’s attention. Here’s what I should do. I’ve got these things: say their name, say excuse me, 

tap them on the shoulder. Ask my question, say thank you. 

A mnemonic device might work as well as a way to promote generalization. A student might just 

have it taped to his desk or inside a folder, or even better, over time learn to say to him or herself, class. 

And that the letters of class stand for: first I need to complete my work. I should look it over for 

mistakes. Ask myself is the teacher’s available. Is this a good time to recruit? Then I signal and say thank 

you. 

Teaching students to self-record or self-monitor their recruiting can be a very effective way to 

promote generalization and maintenance. Self-monitoring is a strategy we’re going to look at in our next 

session on inclusion practices. Provide delayed rewards for recruiting. The student comes back, let’s say 

meets or sees the special education teacher later in the day, and you have a say, do correspondence 

thing going. And receive some praise or other forms of reinforcement for recruiting earlier in the day in 

the general ed classrooms. 

And then we may just ask the classroom teacher him or herself to praise the student’s 

recruitment efforts. And whenever we can get that kind of collaboration going, we should. 

Here’s the handout and the materials for this session. There’s some background on the 

recruiting research, and then goes into some pretty good detail on how to teach kids to recruit both 

adult as well as peer feedback and attention. 

Thank you very much. I hope you find some of the content and information presented in today’s 

session useful to you as you and your colleagues work to improve the quality of lives and educational 

achievement of students with autism spectrum disorders, as well as all the other students with whom 

you work. Questions and feedback regarding today’s session may be emailed to 

me,billheward@pattan.net. Thank you very much. Bye bye. 


